Solution brief

Keep document printing secure yet
easily accessible
LRS MFPsecure works seamlessly with devices from a variety of vendors
and interfaces with HP Access Control to enable a multivendor environment

What if you could…
• Streamline workflows for your users while improving document security?
• Institute a pull printing solution that supports multiple brands of printers?
• Reduce management time by centralising your printing infrastructure and tracking capabilities?
• Authenticate, print, and track on mixed printer fleets with HP Access Control?

With LRS MFPsecure—you can.
The challenge

The solution

Despite a predicted paperless workplace,
document printing remains an important
aspect of most organisations. Many
businesses need to streamline workflows
without sacrificing document security.

LRS MFPsecure provides for secure,
flexible document queuing and release,
and supports print devices from multiple
vendors.1

If sensitive documents are sent to a printer
before they’re needed, they may be left
in an output tray, where anyone can pick
them up.
Today’s workers are increasingly working
from multiple locations and need to print
wherever they are. With multiple brands
of printers in the workplace, keeping
printing secure yet easily accessible can be
complicated.

By holding print jobs until the user is at the
MFP and requiring user authentication, pull
printing helps ensure sensitive prints are
collected by the verified user.
Users can send print jobs to their personal
queue, then print whenever they’re
ready on any enabled device in the fleet
by accessing their queue directly on the
device’s touchscreen.
LRS MFPsecure interfaces with HP Access
Control, enabling seamless support for a
multivendor environment.2
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How LRS MFPsecure works
Queue

Secure

The user sends a print job to
their personal queue from their
document application

All print jobs are secured in the
queue until the user is ready to
print on any equipped device in
your fleet

Real customers—real metrics
A major U.S.-based financial services
provider with over $5.5B in assets
implemented MFPsecure to deliver
secure pull printing to their nationwide
mixed fleet. With more than 12,000
office workers in 700+ locations, the
company needed a solution that was
reliable, secure, and easy for their IT
organisation to deploy and support.
Working together, LRS and HP staff
helped the customer implement a pull
print environment that reduced costs
and helped them comply with privacy
mandates.
The customer estimates they saved
more than $250,000 on consumables
and $350,000 on help desk and Level 2
support costs related to printing.

Authenticate

The user authenticates at the
MFP by swiping their ID card
or entering a username and
password

HP Access Control for
multivendor fleets

Pull printing improves security and
workflow efficiency by allowing users to
place their print jobs in a personal queue,
then manage and print those documents
using the touchscreen interface of any
enabled printer in the fleet.

LRS MFPsecure interfaces with HP Access
Control, allowing you to use the capabilities
of HP Access Control for nearly any fleet,
whether your MFPs are all HP devices,2 all
from another vendor, or a mixed fleet. Both
solutions work on the same platform/server
environment for seamless integration.

Users can print individual documents or
their entire queue with a single click at the
printer’s touchscreen. This secure document
delivery solution helps protect the contents
of sensitive documents.
As part of the VPSX Output Management
solution suite, LRS MFPsecure can help
improve compliance with security protocols
with job tracking and pull printing reporting
capabilities.

LRS MFPsecure is an embedded pull printing
solution for HP,2 Canon, Konica Minolta,
Kyocera, Lexmark, Ricoh, Samsung, and
Xerox MFPs and printers. Whether your fleet
contains devices from multiple vendors or
one, pull printing is simple and more secure.
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From the device touchscreen,
the user accesses their queue
and selects one, all, or individual
documents to print

Access documents from any
enabled MFP

Range of vendors supported

1

Print

With HP Access Control, you can provide
the workflow features your teams need,
whether they work onsite or remotely.

HP and LRS
The 22-year HP and LRS global alliance
delivers effective software solutions in
a single print-solution platform. This
level of joint development provides
strong relationships and communication
at all levels, as well as a management
commitment to continuing the strategic
alliance.
For more information, contact your HP or
channel representative.

LRS MFPsecure is currently available in select countries.
MFPsecure for HP devices is only available from HP, not from the channel.

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated
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